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Contents
12 board tiles
4 player's cards
4 masters (big figures)
4 servants (small figures)
140 playing tokens 
1 game rules
Before the firs game
prepare the playing tokens 
Preparations
Lay the 12 board tiles on the table so they form the playing board as shown on the picture. Board tiles can be put and rotated arbitrarily, so every time the Crypt is a different challenge for players. For the first games it is recommended to put the tiles with starting spaces to the center of the board.
Notice: A piece which exits the board on one side of the board re-enters it from the other side as shown on the picture by white arrows. 
Figures are placed to the starting space of their colour (marked by arrows on the picture).Small figure represents a slave and the big one a crypt master.
Tokens are placed black side up to the table and mixed. Tokens with no black side are starting tokens and will be distributed later.

Tokens with the black side up are mixed and put (still black side up) to the board on the corresponding spaces (see picture). 
Each player selects  a colour and takes player's card of this color. 
Each player obtains 3 heart tokens of his color and the key token in his color.These tokens are placed on his card to the section “Startausrustung” (starting equipment).
Each player gets one token with a monster, which places in front of him. If there are less then 4 players, the unused player cards with tokens and figures of their colour are put aside. 


“Startausrustung” (starting equipment) – 1 jey and 3 hearts.
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All tokens with on the board are obstacles and a figure can not enter nor pass the field with them. The token with box is an exception and the master (not the servant) can enter the field with them.
Box opening
If you want to open the box, you should enter the field with your master and flip the token. On its reverse there is a picture of a thing which was hidden in the box. You can either take this thing or let it 
Door opening
It is not possible to enter the field with closed door. 
Lock opening
Grave opening










